into battle
This part of the Government's argument does not appear to be
greatly hampered by undue respect for logic.    The Minister for
the Co-ordination of Defence declared that you cannot have a
Ministry of Supply because it would divorce strategy from supply,
Other Ministers say it would hamper individual production.     In
the same breath we arc told that on the outbreak of war it would
be immediately necessary and that a plan for it has been made out.
In war why should you divorce strategy from supply ?   Supply
will dictate the strategy of most of the wars that are to be fought
in the future.    We have been told on the highest authority that a
Ministry of Supply involves dislocation qf the normal business of
the country,  including especially  the  important  export trade,
upon which we depend for our financial strength*    I am sorry some-
times to hear Government speakers trying to ward off a Ministry of
Supply—we  know  how evenly  the   question   is   balanced—by
prejudicing the Labour Party and the trade unions against it. They
have dilated upon the evils of compulsion.    They have appealed
to all those forms of particularism which, if not overridden and
uplifted by a higher patriotic impulse, may well be injurious to
national Defence,   Whoever said that a Ministry of Supply in
time of peace would involve the conscription, of labour ?  What
advocate of that Ministry ever said, in the words of my right hon.
Friend, that it involves a complete substitution of armaments for
normal trade ? The word ** complete " slipped in.    Who had ever
suggested anything of that kind f  To talk like that is putting up
an Aunt Sally to knock it down again,
I will run the risk of setting forth precisely the scope of the
measure which, should now be introduced.    That measure should
havs two parts,   The second part would come into operation only
if we were involved in a major war and the House of Commons so
decided.   It would, of course, take very wide and sweeping powers
bas^d upon universality of national service at a time when we
should be fighting for our life.   In this second part I hope and
tnafct f&*t thtlfe would be provision for what is called in the United
State*, where the study of this part of the problem has been carried
very far, taking the profit out of war.    We hear a lot about the
omscriptioa of wealth.   I prefer the salutary principle of taking the
profit out of war.    If we should be involved, unhappily, in a war,
let us make sure, by elaborate and carefully considered legislation
beforehand, that no one is going to come out of it with private
gain while others are dying for their country.   All that belongs to the
second part of the Bill   So far from keeping these things secret you
ought to bring them out now.   You want to get as much support
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